Offering Overview

Master your logistics network
DXC Transportation
Management for Oracle Cloud

Benefits
• Reduce freight spend and
service delays by managing
your logistics with Oracle
Transportation Management
• Improve efficiency in freight
management with increased
levels of planning optimization
and order consolidation
• Anticipate disruptions to your
logistics business through
enhanced visibility

Gain the most benefit possible from the Oracle Transportation
Management (OTM) Cloud with solutions configured by
experienced logistics professionals.
As competitive pressures grow,
transportation management increasingly
requires C-level executive attention.
Challenges range from tracking
and minimizing vehicle emissions
to maintaining order and shipment
visibility, while managing carrier
capacity, volatile fuel costs, potential
driver shortages and ever-increasing
customer expectations. Cost reduction,
careful planning and diligent preparation
are key for organizations today as they
address:
• High transportation costs.
Enterprises often face the challenge
of rising transportation costs and
want to reduce freight spending
across their logistics networks
to run those operations more
efficiently. Companies are looking
to their logistics networks to make
transportation more profitable.
• Process inefficiency. Spending
time on repetitive tasks, engaging
carriers without capacity, engaging
suppliers and monitoring transactions
— all point to inefficiency. Logistics
departments are looking to achieve
efficiency in all processes, from order
management to billing and freight
payment.
Neutralize logistics problems
DXC Technology’s Transportation
Management for Oracle Cloud leverages

the world-class capabilities of Oracle
Transportation Management (OTM),
coupled with DXC’s unparalleled
operational and applications experience.
The solution supports both shippers
and logistics providers with integrated
planning, execution, freight payment
and business process automation on
a single application across multiple
modes of transportation. DXC’s offering
shortens deployment timelines with
preconfigured logistics solutions
developed by our operational and
technical experts. Spreadsheets and
homegrown solutions can’t compete
with the efficiency gains, freight spend
savings and visibility achieved by an
algorithm-driven cloud-based logistics
solution like OTM.
DXC helps you get the most out of OTM,
a quickly deployable, web-native system
built for the cloud that enables clients
to simplify logistics operations through
a single tool spanning the breadth
of transportation processes, modes
and geographies. DXC’s accelerators,
QuickStarts, strategic partnerships
and techno-functional resources allow
clients to enjoy a sustainable return on
investment (ROI) in a shorter amount of
time.
The solution helps enterprises control
logistics with precision visibility
by using a self-securing and selfrepairing platform that requires no IT
infrastructure to execute. This can help
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reduce transportation overhead by 20
percent and reduce transportation costs
by 8 percent. We provide:
• Expertise – DXC offers a robust OTM
solution leveraging our more than 10
years of experience in delivering OTM/
supply chain operational solutions.
Each DXC OTM team member
holds a certification in OTM Cloud
Implementation.
• Customer focus – DXC delivers a
reliable and innovative customer
experience, listening to our clients’
challenges, hearing what they really
need and then shaping solutions
together with them. We leverage our
change management strategy and
deep experience in logistics to deliver
operational efficiency.
• Speed to value – DXC provides
preconfigured solutions that deliver
business outcomes in weeks, not
months. We also bring standardization
to your logistics processes based
on our deep understanding
of operational, technical and
organizational challenges.
• Implementation approach – DXC’s
implementation approach is tailored to
rapid OTM deployment and considers
all aspects of the project’s life cycle.
Operational experience coupled
with technical understanding allows
the DXC team to advise on not only
technical issues but business topics as
well.

• Technology strategy – DXC’s team
has expertise in both on-premises
and cloud offerings of Oracle
Transportation Management and
can evaluate your business needs to
recommend the best technological
approach. Our strategic partnerships
with value-added services create a
best-in-class solution.
Drive efficiencies
DXC’s Transportation Management for
Oracle Cloud is designed to enable
success in the adoption of a cloudbased transportation management
system, using prebuilt OTM solutions
and intellectual property to accelerate
the implementation of OTM into your
technical landscape.
Designed to support both shippers and
logistics service providers (LSPs), OTM
solutions manage all transportation
activity throughout a global supply
chain. Combining ease of use with
industry-leading capabilities, these
solutions enable clients to reduce
freight costs, optimize service levels
and automate processes so they can
run their logistics operations more
efficiently.
DXC Transportation Management for
Oracle Cloud delivers a well-designed
tool to manage your freight network
while driving efficiencies in these areas:
automation of manual processes,
dynamic evaluation of freight rates,
improved customer experience through

enhanced visibility, and meaningful
business analytics.
Working together to bring you more
DXC is an Oracle Cloud Select Partner.
As a cloud managed services provider
(MSP), DXC has a formal alliance with
the Oracle Cloud Success Management
team. DXC is also part of the Oracle
Cloud Excellence Implementer (CEI)
program, which recognizes superior
customer cloud implementation services.
Engage with DXC’s OTM practice to
further discuss how we can transform
the way you manage logistics. Our
experienced team can review your
requirements and identify the right
solution options for your organization.
Next steps include:
• Schedule a deep dive session. Our
experts can provide a comprehensive
session that includes an OTM demo.
• Perform a transformation
assessment. We can prepare a
business case to demonstrate ROI,
determine options for OTM cloud
modules and prepare a roadmap with
recommendations.
• Start a test drive. Test DXC add-ons
with core OTM, then enhance with
additional OTM modules.

Learn more at
www.dxc.technology/
enterprise_and_cloud_apps

Get the insights that matter.
www.dxc.technology/optin
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